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999.00 EUR
incl. 19% VAT, plus shipping

 

Fully working, manufacturer recertified genuine device. 
1 year warranty 
 
ADVANCED 7.1 VIRTUAL SURROUND SOUND ENGINE 
True-to-life positional audio. The Razer Kraken 7.1 comes equipped with an advanced 7.1 virtual surround sound engine that 
immerses you deeper into the game. The engine is capable of ultra-low latency audio processing and modulates the audio source to 
simulate a 360■ surround sound experience that is usually achievable only by incorporating more than one positional driver in each 
ear cup. 
 
PERSONALIZED AUDIO CALIBRATION 
Razer’s powerful Synapse 2.0 unified configuration software is capable of a high degree of customization, allowing you to tweak the 
engine to specifically position each surround sound channel, boost bass levels and even balance incoming voice audio for astounding 
aural precision. The sophisticated engine also allows you to control surround and positional audio settings for each individual program, 
ensuring that you get the best possible experience whether you are playing a game, watching a movie or listening to music. 
 
ENHANCED DIGITAL MICROPHONE 
The left ear cup houses an enhanced digital microphone boom that pulls out only when you need it, maintaining the headset’s sleek 
form factor while protecting the microphone during transportation and storage. The flexible design and integrated mute button allow the 
microphone to be adjusted to individual needs, ensuring that it is always positioned the way you need it. 
 
The omnidirectional digital microphone comes equipped with an optimized algorithm, promising a pristine voice quality unachievable 
through traditional analog microphones. Boasting an impressive signal-to-noise ratio, extended wideband frequency response and 
higher sensitivity rating, the Kraken 7.1’s digital microphone is capable of: 
 
Crystal-clear voice reproduction 
Balanced, natural sounding vocal tone 
Minimal background noise pickup 
The balanced frequency response of the Razer Kraken 7.1 Chroma’s digital microphone promises a clearer, more natural voice 
reproduction as compared to standard analog microphones. 
 
DESIGNED FOR EXTENDED GAMING COMFORT 
The Razer Kraken 7.1 surround sound gaming headset has been field-tested by countless professional gamers to determine the
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optimal ergonomics for extended gaming sessions. The foldable design allows you to quickly and conveniently stow away and carry
the headset on-the-go. Combined with the plush leatherette padding on the ear cups, the Razer Kraken 7.1 immerses you in absolute
comfort. 
 
RAZER SYNAPSE ENABLED 
Razer Synapses is cutting-edge proprietary software that functions as the brain of the Razer Tartarus. Save your custom profiles and
sync them from anywhere in the world through our cloud system. Automatically download driver and firmware updates easily through
this unified configurator software. 
 
TECH SPECS 
Headphones 
Frequency Response: 20 - 20,000 Hz 
Impedance: 32 Ω at 1 kHz 
Sensitivity (@1 kHz, 1 V/Pa): 110 ± 4 dB at 1 kHz Max 
Input Power: 50 mW 
Drivers: 40 mm, with Neodymium Magnets 
Inner Ear Cup Diameter: 50 mm / 1.97” 
Cable Length: 2 m / 6.6 ft. USB 
Approximate Weight: 293 g / 0.65 lbs. 
Connector: USB 
Microphone 
Frequency Response: 100 – 20,000 Hz 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: 65 dB 
Sensitivity (@1 kHz, 1 V/Pa): -38 ± 3dB 
Pick-up Pattern: Omnidirectional
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